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a b s t r a c t

Objective. – Evidence-based medicine is a difficult goal to achieve in rare diseases where

randomized controlled trials are lacking. This report provides guidelines that capitalize on

both the literature and expertise of the French National Huntington Disease Reference

Centre to optimalize pharmacological therapeutic interventions for Huntington’s disease

(HD).

Material and methods. – HD experts conducted a systematic analysis of the literature from

1965 to 2013, using a scoring procedure established by the French National Authority for

Health. These experts offered their views when evidence was missing to set up provisional

guidelines for care in HD. These guidelines were then scored and amended through two

subsequent online questionnaires (using SurveyMonkey1 scoring), and one face-to-face

meeting with an external multidisciplinary working group as a step towards validation.

Results. – Except for the beneficial effects of tetrabenazine in chorea, none of the published

recommendations were grounded on established scientific evidence. Second-generation
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1. Introduction

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a rare neurodegenerative

disorder of the central nervous system, with a genetic

autosomal-dominant inheritance, that first involves basal

ganglia (caudate nucleus and putamen) and results from

unstable expansion of a CAG trinucleotide repeat in the HTT

(huntingtin) gene: alleles with 40 or more repeats are fully

penetrant. The disease is characterized by motor, cognitive

and psychiatric disorders. Progressive worsening leads to a

bedridden state with cognitive deterioration. Death occurs

about 20 years after the onset of symptoms.

Despite a major effort in research for neuroprotective and

curative agents, most of the progress made in the last few

years has come from multidisciplinary care and better

knowledge of the natural evolution of the disease. Recent

reviews of available drug trials and case reports [1–3] conclude

that the management of HD is poorly documented. Accordin-

gly, therapeutic decision-making is often guided by clinical

experience [4], with patterns of care varying widely across

countries [5,6].

In 2004, a decree from the Ministry of Health established a

list of reference centers for rare diseases to improve patients’

care through centralization of such patients to dedicated

centers. Thus, the increasing numbers of patients referred to

these centers has provided invaluable expertise in the field. In

return, the acquired knowledge has been translated into

guidelines, compiled through literature reviews, to be dis-

seminated to health professionals and patients following

recommendation by the Ministry of Health.

The present report proposes guidelines, issued from the

National Centre of Reference for Huntington’s disease, for

clinical pharmacological practices in HD, based on evidence

from the available literature and compiled by expert consen-

sus. These guidelines have also been validated by an external

multidisciplinary group comprising health practitioners and

patients’ associations.

2. Materials and methods

Three neurologists, one pharmacologist, experts in HD from

the National Huntington Disease Reference Centre (Créteil and

Salpétrière) and two neurologists from the reference center for

neurogenetic diseases in Angers constituted the guidelines

committee for the pharmacological treatment and manage-

ment of HD. They used a consensus method provided by the

French National Authority for Health (HAS) adapted for rare

diseases. This formal method ensures the quality and

reliability of the protocol (Fig. 1).

2.1. Literature search methods for data selection

All pharmacological interventions for HD published between 1

January 1965 and 31 January 2013 in French and English were

selected. The allowed data came from clinical trials, observa-

tional studies, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, case

studies, previous recommendations and summaries of

congresses. Studies including patients with HD clinical

features and a confirmatory genetic diagnosis or, for studies

published before discovery of the gene in 1993, a compatible

family history were identified. The list of symptoms to be

analyzed was determined through discussions by the guide-

lines committee and the European Huntington’s Disease

Network (EHDN; comprising neuroprotective, rehabilitative

and cognitive working groups).

Trials were identified using the terms ‘Huntington disease’,

‘drug therapy’ and some named symptoms (for example,

‘sexual disorder’, ‘psychotic symptoms’ and ‘dysphagia’) to

find additional data in electronic databases, including

Cochrane, Embase, MEDLINE, PASCAL, BMJ Clinical Evidence,

Current Contents, Infobanque AMC, National Guidelines

Clearinghouse, PEDro and BDSP (Public Health Database).

The literature for unpublished trials was also consulted,

including ClinicalTrials.gov, OpenSIGLE (System for Informa-

tion on Grey Literature in Europe) and hand-searched

abstracts from international congresses of the Movement

Disorder Society. Drug manufacturers and authors were also

contacted to obtain additional information on unpublished

trials or trials identified in other sources. The reference lists of

identified studies and relevant reviews were also searched.

2.2. Data extraction and analysis

The exclusion of non-relevant studies was performed, by two

additional committee members, separately by title and by

abstract analyses before extracting the full studies. Also, a pair

of neurologists from the guidelines committee independently

analyzed each study through a formal grid that assessed

methods (quality of the study) and results (contents of the

study), and assigned a level to the scientific evidence

according to the HAS classification (Table 1). For each study,

the following items were summarized: authors and date;

intervention and daily dose (active drug and placebo); genetic

diagnosis; study design; number of participants; duration of

antipsychotics are nevertheless the first choice for patients with psychiatric manifestations

(low level of evidence). All other guidelines are based on low-level evidence and little

professional agreement.

Conclusion. – Patients’ care has greatly improved over the last few years despite the lack of

high-level evidence standards. Guidelines are based on the expertise of trained specialists

from the French National Plan for Rare Diseases. This strategy should now be extended

internationally to promote future studies and to harmonize worldwide care of HD.
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